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Basic Cybersecurity Assessment Service
Identify, remediate and secure your DeltaV

System from cybersecurity risks
Aligns with Emerson’s cybersecurity best

practices and standards
Qualitative report allows for the planning

and execution of cybersecurity
remediation solutions

The Emerson Basic Cybersecurity Assessment Service is an integral
part of Emerson’s three-step approach to effective cybersecurity
“best practice” implementation and management.

Introduction
Effective cybersecurity solutions are not a “set them once and
forget them” solution anymore. Every day more and more
threats are launched at control systems from every direction
and just knowing how malware can invade your system is but
a small part of understanding how to deploy a “best practice”
cybersecurity prevention system. Emerson’s Basic Cybersecurity
Management Service applies to Emerson DeltaV™ distributed
control system (DCS). and provides expert consultation support
for cybersecurity enrichment of process controls systems.
This Basic Cybersecurity Management Service is your initial
control system cybersecurity review and assessment and will
provide high-level insight into what parts of best practice
cybersecurity standards that you have in place on your DeltaV
DCS today. And, because every customer has their own

network architecture, Emerson utilizes your local DeltaV service
representative to review, analyze and report back our findings
on key cybersecurity best practices. Finally, we work in a
collaborative framework with your site personnel to determine
the best overall deployment of any Cybersecurity remediation,
when necessary.

Benefits
Identify, remediate and secure your DeltaV System from
cybersecurity risks: The consequences of a successful breach/
attack can cause serious damage to your plant, reduce or shut
down production and even have safety and environmental
implications. The results of this assessment will produce a
report that will help guide you to some initial improvements
that can be made and lay the groundwork for additional
cybersecurity remediation.
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Cybersecurity Assessments
• Basic Cybersecurity Assessment
& Report
• Advanced Cybersecurity
Assessment & Report
• Cybersecurity remediation
analysis & recommendations

Cybersecurity Solutions
• Automated/Manual Patch Management
Services (WSUS & antivirus)
• Application Whitelisting
• Security Information & Event
Management (SIEM)
• DeltaV ACN Network Security Monitor
• Backup & Recovery
• Smart Firewalls, Smart Switches and
Controller Firewalls
•• DeltaV Upgrade Services
•• Cybersecurity Remediation Services

Periodic Audits
• Annual or semi-annual follow-up audit
• Reviews adherence to previous
assessment results/remediation
• Reviews cybersecurity real-world
changes and suggests any remediation
necessary to protect from these changes

Aligns with Emerson’s cybersecurity best practices
and standards: Unaddressed control system hardening
efforts, lack of effective user access policies and/or procedures,
uncompleted or deferred software anti-virus and security
updates and inadequate cybersecurity training for all personnel
are all preventable cybersecurity vulnerabilities that have an
effect on control system performance.
Qualitative report allows for the planning and
execution of cybersecurity remediation solutions:
The most basic cybersecurity assessment will form
the foundation to assess and remediate cybersecurity
vulnerabilities within your process control system. When
considering the business value of the Basic Cybersecurity
Assessment Service, the benefit of evaluating and remediating
vulnerabilities that could lead to a cybersecurity breach versus
the downtime costs that are associated with the discovery and
removal of the breach are realized in several key areas:

The Service
The effort to determine exactly what is required to proactively
prevent an attack often can begin with a basic cybersecurity
assessment at your site from your local Emerson-certified
DeltaV service representative.
Emerson’s initial Basic Cybersecurity Assessment covers
a wide range of cybersecurity related issues including:


Review of the DeltaV network segmentation



Review of existing cybersecurity policies and
procedures in place



Review of portable device policies (USB sticks,
Portable CDs, etc.)



Review of level of workstation and server “hardening”
efforts (USB ports, personnel access policies, etc.)



The Cost of Lost Revenue - Value of the Total Revenue lost
during the cyber incident evaluation and repair period.



Review of user access policies and procedures
including passwords and unused accounts



The Direct Cost to Return to Operation - Cost of Unscheduled
down-time, material, labor, overtime, off spec product and
the start-up time required to begin operation.



Determination of O/S security update policies,
procedures and enforcement



Review of network physical security and perimeter
protection “best practices”



Review of data backup plans and data
management procedures

www.emersonprocess.com/cybersecurity
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Your service representative will lead you through a series of
questions/discussions aimed at determining the current state
of cybersecurity readiness. These questions are grouped into
7 major categories’:


Network Security



Workstation Hardening



User Account Management



Patch/Security Management



Physical Security/Perimeter Protection Management



Security Monitoring/Risk Assessment
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Initially, a radar plot is developed from the results that will
clearly show what cybersecurity elements are “in place and
operational” as well as where the focus of cybersecurity
remediation efforts might be directed. An example of a
plot is shown below.

The Report
Once this discussion has been completed, an analysis and
findings report will be generated and reviewed with each
customer. This will provide each customer with an initial
assessment of the overall general cybersecurity health of
that system. From there, remediation of the findings and
closer assessments of specific findings will drive the next
steps at any site.

www.emersonprocess.com/cybersecurity

Within the final report, each of the seven key elements is
individually explored, from what the goals were, what was
covered and the specific findings. A final recommendation
section focuses on the possible next step remediation for
each of the findings for that section.
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Assessment Service Availability
The Basic Cybersecurity Assessment Service offering
for Emerson Process Management DeltaV control
systems is available directly from your Emerson-certified
Service representative.
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The Lifecycle Services portfolio consists of service modules,
each designed to address specific support requirements. These
modules can be combined to customize a support program for
your plant that is tailored to fit just right, meeting your support
needs while providing value and peace of mind.

Ordering Information
Description
Basic Cybersecurity Assessment Service

Model Number
Please Contact Your Local Emerson Sales Office

This product and/or service is expected to provide an additional layer of protection to your DeltaV system to help avoid certain types of undesired actions. This product and/or
service represents only one portion of an overall DeltaV system security solution. Emerson does not warrant that the product and/or service or the use of the product and/or
service protects the DeltaV system from cyber-attacks, intrusion attempts, unauthorized access, or other malicious activity (“Cyber Attacks”). Emerson shall not be liable for
damages, non-performance, or delay caused by Cyber Attack. Users are solely and completely responsible for their control system security, practices and processes, and for the
proper configuration and use of the security products.

To learn how comprehensive Cybersecurity Management Services address your cybersecurity needs, contact your local Emerson
sales office or representative, or visit www.emersonprocess.com/cybersecurity.
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